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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a detailed survey on different facet mining techniques, their advantages and disadvantages is carried out. Facets are any word or phrase which summarize an important aspect about the web query. Researchers proposed different efficient techniques which improves the user’s web query search experiences magnificently. Users are happy when they find the relevant information to their query in the top results. The objectives of their research are: (1) To present automated solution to derive the query facets by analyzing the text query; (2) To create taxonomy of query refinement strategies for efficient results; and (3) To personalize search according to user interest.

1. INTRODUCTION
There are different ways to help users to better describe their query information need. Query reformulation and query recommendation (or query suggestion) are two popular ways out of them. The main goal of facets mining is different from query recommendation and reformulation. The goal of the facet mining is to summarize the knowledge and information contained in the query. A query facet is a collection of related and informative words which describes important aspects of the query. A Web query has multiple facets that summarize the information about the query from different perspectives. If the user enter ‘watches’ as query then different aspects of the query ‘watches’ are displayed as facets which includes gender categories, brands, styles, colors, etc. Facets are assigned weight in order to display the facets priority wise. Techniques used in various approach as seen in Table 1.

Table 1. The techniques used in various approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Paper Name</th>
<th>Techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1)</td>
<td>Query Subtopic Mining by Combining Multiple Semantics</td>
<td>1) Clustering Query Reformulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2) phrase embedding representation and query category distributional representation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2)</td>
<td>Search Result Diversification Based on Query Facets</td>
<td>1) Intent-aware diversification algorithms that s user intents as subtopics,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2) faceted diversification approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3)</td>
<td>Beyond basic faceted searching</td>
<td>1) Multifaceted search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2) On line analytical processing to efficiently and intuitively support analysis of multi-dimensional data at multiple aggregation levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4)</td>
<td>Extracting Query Facets from Search Results</td>
<td>URL extraction, content extraction, facets clustering, facets ranking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5)</td>
<td>Searching Documents</td>
<td>1) Relevance Model Framework</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. METHODS USED
Following methods collectively called QD miner are used:
1. URL Extraction: This method is used to extract the seed sites from sources like Google, yahoo, Bing, etc. When the end user enters his query the search engine sources displays hundreds of the link with reference to the entered query. Top matching URL’s containing the query words in them are extracted by smart crawling. For that, reverse searching algorithm is used.
2. Content Extraction: This method is used to extract the web contents from extracted URL’s. Document parsing is done to extract the contents. In Document parsing all the word elements in HTML tags (like select, ul, ol, Table) of the web pages are extracted. From each document we extract the set of content lists.
3. Mirror Websites Removal: In this method two websites with the different URL’s may contain the duplicated contents. It generates duplicated extracted content list. Fine grained similarity is calculated between the two lists by based on Hamming Distance between their contents. One of the duplicated list is then removed so that results are more fined and without redundancy.
4. List Weighting: Some of the extracted facets lists can be noisy or unimportant. Good lists more frequently occur in many websites and contain the informative items. Therefore we calculate weight age of each list based on two components 1) Frequency of Occurrence 2) IDF (Inverse Document Frequency)
5. List Clustering: In this method facet lists containing the similar items are clustered together. For this, QT (Quality Threshold) algorithm is used.
6. Item ranking and display: In this method items are ranked according to their frequency of occurrence. Finally, highly ranked items are displayed before low rank items in descending order as “facets”.

3. FINDINGS
Query facet extraction is evaluated with different perspectives:
1) Quality of clustering
2) Facet ranking effectiveness
3) Effectiveness in finding facets
Using Different metrics the all the above facet extraction perspectives are evaluated in order to get good quality facets. Existing facet mining systems focused on to generate the summaries by using sentences extracted from the documents while QD miner system generates facets based on frequent lists. QD mining approach is different than the existing approach in two ways:
1) Open domain: Queries are not related to specific domain.
2) Query dependent: Facets are extracted from top retrieved documents for each query
Again QD mining approach uses three patterns to extract out the facet list from the web pages. The three techniques are free text pattern, HTML tag pattern, and repeat region pattern. Results shows that combination of these three patterns gives the best performance proving that QD mining approach is more efficient than the existing facets mining approaches.

4. RESEARCH METHOD
[1] Paper name: Automatically Mining Facets for Queries from their search results
This Survey proposed the systematic solution for facets mining. Facets are extracted from the seed sites. These seed sites are the sites which we get as result when we do web search for our queries. From these top seed sites facets are extracted by document parsing, weighting, clustering and ranking of the extracted facets.

[2] Paper name: Query Subtopic Mining by Combining Multiple Semantics-
The framework of the proposed method is divided into three parts, Aspect Phrase Extraction, Semantic Representations and Clustering & Subtopic Mining. In the first part, the related queries of the topic (original query) are extracted from the query log and denote the query with multi-word phrase. Then, novel semantic representations and combinations are used to represent the query aspect phrases for distinguishing the semantics of words, such as, the synonymous with special-shapes or words with different meanings. Finally, they adopt the clustering approach to generate the subtopics and each cluster denotes one subtopic of the initial query.

[3] Paper name: Search Result Diversification Based on Query Facets-
In this paper researchers propose three faceted models which diversify search results based on the faceted subtopics. They again adopt the diversification algorithm which improve the result diversity.

[4] Paper name: Beyond basic faceted search-
This paper describes two extensions to the basic faceted search system. The extensions adds to the faceted applications by flexible and dynamic business data collection and this enable the users to gain insight into their data which is very rich quality of data because it is much more than just knowledge of the documents belonging to each facet.

[5] Paper name: Dynamic faceted search for discovery driven analysis-
This paper implements OLAP style discovery driven analysis on big set of unstructured and structured data. Researchers again propose a new technique to measure the interestingness and novel navigation method to set the users expectation. Again it takes feedback from user and feedback survey results validate that the proposed approach meets expectations and is promising. They build the efficient run time engine on the top of the inverted index by exploiting codes and bit set trees.

[6] Paper name: Extracting Query Facets from Search Results -
This survey proposed new evaluation metric for this task to combine recall and precision of facet terms with grouping quality. To learn query facets experimental results shows that the supervised method classifies other unsupervised methods.

[7] Paper name: Optimal Algorithms for Crawling a Hidden Database in the Web -
This paper solves the problem of relevant search for the user in order to mine out all the tuples from database by implementing some efficient algorithms which does the task to find the relevant search results even in the worst scenario by taking only small number queries as input .Researchers also propose the theoretical results which indicates that these algorithms are optimal.

[8] Paper name: A Two-stage Crawler for Efficiently Harvesting Deep-Web Interfaces -
This paper proposes the mechanisms in two stage crawler called smart crawler is used for efficient mining of the deep web pages .There are two steps involved to mine deep web pages. In first step this smart crawler does the site based searching for the centre pages with the help of any search engine which is able to avoid the visiting of large number of web pages .In order to achieve the more accurate and correct results for focused crawler this smart crawler gives ranking according to the priority .High priority sites are ranked top. In the second stage smart crawler does fast searching by extracting most relevant links. Researchers design the link tree data structure in order to achieve the broader coverage.

[9] Paper name: Searching Documents Based on Relevance and Type-
The paper implements the problem in a general framework consists of ‘type model’ and ‘relevance model’. The relevance model indicates whether or not a document is relevant to a query. The type model shows that whether the document does belong to the designated document type or not. Researchers consider three methods for combing the models: linear combination of scores thresh holding on the type score and hybrid of the previous two methods. It takes course page search and instruction document search as examples and they have conducted a series of the experiment.

[10] Paper name: Personalization on E-Content Retrieval Based on Semantic Web Services-
This model proposes a approach for filtering the educational content based on Case Based Reasoning. It is based on the model Architecture for Intelligent Recovery of the Educational content in the Heterogeneous Environment. Multi agent architecture search and integrate heterogeneous educational content through the recovery model which uses the federated search. The technologies and model which are presented in this research paper exemplify the potential for developing personalized recovery systems for digital content based on the paradigm of the virtual organizations of agents. The advantages of the architecture proposed in this paper are its flexibility, customization, and efficiency.

In this paper sharing, publishing, and connecting data on the Web provides new alternative for data integration and interoperability. However, proliferation of distributed and interconnected data sources on the Web creates significant new challenges for continuously managing the large number of vast data sets and their inter dependencies. In these article researchers focuses on the main problem of preserving evolving structured interlinked data. They propose that a number of issues which hinder applications and users are related to the temporal aspect which is intrinsic in Linked Data. This work propose three use cases in order to motivate the approach and also discuss issues that occur and propose way to the solution

This survey presents a novel query processing technique which maintains high accuracy and scalability, and again it manages to minimize the latency to great extent in answering location based spatial queries. Proposed approach depends on peer-to-peer sharing, which enables to process queries without delay at a mobile host by using query results cached in its neighboring mobile peers.

[13] Paper name: Translating Queries into Snippets for Improved Query Expansion-
Proposed work uses the approach of keyword mining. Indexing approach is applied over search data. Spatial inverted index extends the standard inverted index which address multidimensional information. It comes with algorithms which answer the nearest neighbor queries with keywords.

5. EXISTING SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Users need to frequently modify their search query in order to get desired result for their web queries. This strategy of query modification is called as query reformulation. Different kinds of existing systems have proposed different approaches to get the desires query results. But automatic facet Mining approach is different and most effective approach to get desires results for the users entered queries.

Existing systems used following different kinds of strategies:
1) Computer generated reformulations:
   By using query logs new query reformulation ways has been discovered. Again by using click behaviour automatically generated reformulations were discovered
2) Query session boundary detection:
   Session is series of interactions done by the user in order to get their desired information. Session boundary detection is done to discover different query reformulation strategies.
3) Click data analysis:
   Click data indicates the search result preference. So click data analysis is done in order to improve search relevance.

Disadvantages:
1) High computational time.
2) Results with less accuracy and efficiency.

6. APPLICATIONS

Facet mining technique can be used for different kinds of applications. This technique is used for huge library database applications and information science research applications and to some computer science research applications and commercial search applications Eg.Amazon.com need facets mining application in order to get required data in efficient manner

7. CONCLUSION

This survey is performed with intent to collect various facet mining techniques. Different types of facet mining mechanism are analyzed. A query facet is single word or set of words which summarizes important information about the query. Facet mining mechanism proves very useful as it saves the searching time of the user. It improves the searching experiences of the user aiding him to have all the relevant links of the websites containing most relevant information for his entered query on the same page. This facet mining technique is mostly useful for e-commerce applications, search engines, huge research library applications, etc.
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